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Canonical Representations of Chain Events* 
MICHAEL YOELI~ 
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California 
So far studies of canonical representations for regular events 
have essentially been restricted to definite events. In this paper 
two additional classes of events, namely normal and uniform chain 
events, are introduced for which unique canonical representations 
are shown to exist. Most of the algebraic properties of regular events 
required in this study are derived from a rather general system of 
postulates which also applies, e.g., to binary relations, Boolean mat- 
rices and their generalizations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Although regular events play an important role both in automata 
theory and in mathematicM linguistics, little is known about canonical 
expressions for such events. For one particular class, however, namely 
definite events, the problem of canonical representation has been solved 
completely (Brzozowski, 1962; Perles et al., 1963). Some further results 
of interest in this connection are due to Janov (1962). Janov however 
restricts his considerations to events which include the empty sequence. 
For such events he establishes a finite set of identities from which all 
other identities are shown to be deducible. 
In this paper we extend the concept of chain event introduced by 
Janov (1962) and describe two classes of chain events for which canoni- 
cal representations are easily obtained. Precise definitions of these classes 
are given in Section I. In Section I I  we obtain some algebraic properties 
of regular events required in the sequel. By deriving these results from 
a rather general system of postulates we show that they also apply e.g. 
to binary relations, Boolean matrices, and suitable generalizations 
(Yoeli, 1961). The main results are derived in Sections I I I  and IV. 
* This research was done at the Mathematics lZeseareh Center, U.S. Army, 
Madison, Wisconsin, under Contract No. DA-11-022-ORD-2059. 
On leave from: Technion, Haifa, Israel. 
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I. PREL IMINAI~IES  
We consider a finite alphabet (set of symbols) A. Let T(A) be the 
set of all finite sequences of symbols (words) from A, including the 
empty sequence X. For arbitrary subsets (events) P arid Q of T(A)  we 
denote their set union by P -t- Q. The (complex) product P.Q (also 
denoted as PQ) is defined by P .Q = {Snl~ c P, n C Q}, where ~ is 
the concatenation of the words ~ and 0. Furthermore, we define p0 = 
{X} = e,P~+l = p i .P fo ra l l i  > 0, andP*  = ~%0P~.AneventP  
for which there exists a subset B of A such that P = B* will be called 
fundamental. Thus e is also fundamental, due to e = ¢*, where q~ denotes 
the null set. An event a = {a}, a E A, is a unit event. A chain event is 
any product of fundamental and unit events. Evidently any chain 
event P is representable as
P = PoaiPia2 . . .  Pr-ia~.P,, r > 0 (1) 
where the P~ are products of fundamental events and the m = {a~} are 
unit events. 
We shall call a chain event normal, if it has a representation (1) such 
that ~ E P~-I and ~ E P~, for all 1 _< i _< r. If the chain event P has a 
representation (1) such that a~ = a2 . . . . .  a, and all P~ are funda- 
mental events, P is uniform. In Section I I I  we discuss canonical repre- 
sentations for normal chain events, and in Section IV for uniform chain 
events. 
Let us now consider the algebraic system ( r ,  + , . ,  *), where F is 
any family of events containing eand closed under the operations q-, -, 
and *. In this connection the notation P > Q, indicating set inclusion, is 
to be regarded as abbreviation for P -t- Q = P. 
The system ( r ,  - t - , . ,  *) evidently satisfies the following laws, for 
all P, Q, R in r.  
P + P = P (2) 
(P+ Q) +R = P+ (Q- I -R )  (3) 
P+Q = Q~-P  (4) 
(PQ)R = P(QR)  (5) 
Pe = eP = P (6) 
(P ÷ Q)R = PR + QR (7a) 
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P(Q + R) = PQ H- PR  (7b) 
P** = P* (8) 
P :> Q~P*  >= Q* (9) 
PP* = P*P (10) 
P* = e + PP* (11) 
Q = e+PQ~Q > P* (12a) 
Q = e+QP~Q >__ P* (12b) 
If F contains the null set ¢ we also have in Y: 
PH-¢  = P (13a) 
PC = CP = ¢ (13b) 
¢* = e. (13c)  
I~ the following section we consider abstract algebras (F, + , . ,  *) 
satisfying (2)-(12). 
II. GENERALIZED EVENT ALGEBRAS 
We define a generalized event algebra (GEA) as an algebraic system 
(F, + , . ,  *) with identity e, which is closed under the operations H-,., 
and *, and satisfies the laws (2)-(12). GEA's have a rather wide ap- 
plicability, beyond the area of automata nd events. E.g., GEA's may 
be represented by binary relatior~s, lattice matrices (Yoeli, 1959), 
and Q-semiring matrices (Yoeli, 1961). In general W-semigroups (Yoeli, 
1964) naturally lead to GEA's. 
Let now (r,  + , . ,  *) be a GEA. Due to (2)-(4) the system (Y, +)  
is a semilattice (Birkhoff, 1958, p. 18), partly ordered by >-. Due to 
(3)-(7) the system (F, +,  • ) is an associative semiring (Zassenhaus, 
1958, p. 93) with identity, and due to (2)-(7) (F, +,  -) forms a semi- 
lattice-ordered semigroup (Dubreil-Jacotin etal., 1953). 
From law (11) we immediately obtain: 
P* ~ e+ PP* = e+ P(e + PP*) = e + P + P~P* 
(14) 
. . . . .  e + P + " "  -}- P~ + p~+lp,. 
Thus, 
P* >-- P. (15) 
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Due to (7), (8), and (15) the operation * is a closure operation (Birk- 
hoff, 1948, p. 49) in the semilattice (r ,  -t-). From (2)-(7) one easily 
derives: 
P > Q,R  > S~PR > QS. (16) 
Next, we show that 
P 'P*  = P*. (17) 
Indeed, P* => e, by (11), whence P 'P*  ->_ P*, by (16). Conversely 
P* > P~, by (14), whence P* = P** => P 'P* .  
Let now P1, "'" , P~ be elements of a GEAr  and F(P1,  . . .  , P , )  
an element of P obtained from P1, "" • , P~ by repeated applications of 
the operations q - , . ,  and *. We then have the following 
THEOREM 1. (i) F(P I  , " "  , P~) <= (P1 -t- "'" + P , ) *  
(ii) / f F (P1 ,  " ' " ,  Pn) > P1 + "'" + P~ , then F*(P I  , . . - ,  P,~) = 
(P1 -4- "'" q- P=)* 
(iii) F*(PI*, . . . ,  P~*) = (P,  -4- . . .  q- pn) .  
Note 1. In (iii) we assume that P1, "'" , Pn properly participate in 
the generation of F. 
Note 2. Similar results have been obtained in (Yoeli, 1964). 
Proof: (i) Let P1 + "'" Pn = S. Clearly P~ <= S*, for all i -< i -< n. 
Now, if F < S* and G _-< S*, then Y + G <= S*, FG < S 'S*  = S*, 
and F* -< N** = S*. 
(ii) If F(P~,  . . .  , P , )  > S, then F* > S*. Combined with (i) we 
obtain F* = S*. Especially, we shall use the following application of 
(ii). P* -I- Q* > P + Q, whence 
(P* -}- Q*)* = (P + Q)*. (lS) 
(iii) The statement evidently holds for F(P )  = P. Let now 
F(P~,  . . . ,  P , )  = G(QI ,  . . . ,  @,) +,  H(R I ,  . . . ,  Rk), where 
{QI , ' " ,Qh}U{R~," ' ,Rk}  = {P1, " "  P~ } , and assume the state- 
ment to hold for G and H. 
We then have (cf. (18)): 
F*(P~*, . . - ,  P~*) = [G(Q~*, . . . ,  Qh*) -t- H(R~*, . . . ,  R~*)]* 
= [G (Q~, . . . ,  Q~*) ÷ H*(R~*, . . . ,  Rk*)]* 
= [(Q1 + - . .  + Qh)* + (R~ -I- . . .  + Rk)*]* 
= [(Q1 + "'" -t- Q~) -t- (R1 -t- " -  ,-I- Rk)]* 
= (P1 + "'" + P~)*.  
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Next, let F(P1, . . .  , Pn) = G(Q~, . . .  , Qh)'H(RI, . . .  , Rk). Clearly 
G(QI*, . . .  , Qh*) >= e. Hence 
F(PI*, . . . ,  P~*) = G(Q~*, . . . ,  Qh*)'H(RI*, . . . ,  Rk*) 
>= H ( RI*, . . .  , R~* ). 
Similarly, F( P~*, . . .  , P~*) >= G( Q~*, . . .  , Qh*). Thus, F( P~*, . . .  , P,*) 
> G(QI*, " "  , Qh*) ~- H(RI*, . . . ,  Rk*), whence 
F*(PI*, ' ' '  , P~*) > [G(Q~*, - - . ,  Qh*) -[- H(/~I*, ' . ' , /~k*)]* 
= (P1 + "'" + P~)* .  
Thus, by (i), F*(P~*, . - . ,  Pn*) = (P, + " "  ~- P,,)*. Finally, if 
F(P1, . . .  , P~) = G*(P1, . . .  , P~) and (iii) is assumed to hold for 
G, we have F*(PI*, . . .  , P~*) = G**(PI*, . . .  , P~*) = G*(PI*, . . .  , 
P~*) = (P1 • "'" -~ P~)*. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
In the sequel we shall also need the following 
T~EOREM 2. Let P, Q, R be elements of a GEA, where R >= Q. Then 
(i) (P -~ Q)*P(P -~ R)* = Q*P(P -~ R)* and symmetrically 
(ii) (P -}- R)*P(P  + Q)* = (P -}- R)*PQ*. 
Proof: To prove (i) we first show that 
(P + Q)* = Q* ~- Q*P(P + Q)*. (19) 
By Theorem 1(i), (P ~- Q)* >= S, where S denotes the right-hand side 
of (19). By a simple computation we obtain e + S(P + Q) -- S, 
whence, by (12b), S _-_ (P -}- Q)*. Thus S = (P + Q)*. 
Multiplying both sides of (19) by P(P  -~ R)* we have 
(P -~ Q)*P(P + R)* = Q*P(P + R)* 
(20) 
-~ Q*P(P -~ Q)*P(P ~- R)*. 
The assumption R => Q yields (P -~ Q)*P(P + R)* <= (P + R)*. 
The right-hand side of (20) therefore reduces to Q*P(P + R)*, yielding 
Theorem 2(i). Theorem 2(ii) is proved symmetrically. 
If a GEA Y contains a zero element ¢ satisfying (13), the substitu- 
tion of ¢ for Q in Theorem 2 (i) and (ii) immediately yields the following 
COROLLAnV. (i) P*P(P -~ R)* = P (P  -~ R)* 
(ii) (P -~ R)*PP* = (P ~- R)*P 
where P and R are now arbitrary elements of F. 
This corollary can also be proved irectly, without using (13). Namely, 
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by (10), P*P(P  -I- R)* = PP*(P  q- R)* < P (P  q- R)* (P  -b R)* = 
P(P  q- R)*. Conversely, P* > e, whenceP*P(P q- R)* > P(Pq-  R)*. 
Part (i) of the corollary is thus proved. Part (ii) is proved similarly. 
I I I .  NORMAL CHAIN EVENTS 
In this section we discuss canonical representations of normal chain 
events. For this purpose we shall find it convenient o use the concept 
of derivative (Brzozowski, 1962; Stearns and Hartmanis, 1963) or 
quotient of events (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1963) in the following simpli- 
fied form. 
Let A be a finite alphabet, P an arbitrary event over A, and a = {a}, 
c~ ~ A, a unit event. We define the right quotient P/a of P and a by 
P/a = {~l~ C T(A)  and (a C P} 
Similarly the left quotient P\a  is defined by 
P\a  = {( I (  C T (A)  and at C P}. 
The following elementary properties of quotients are easily verified 
(Brzozowski, 1962; Ginsburg and Spanier, 1963): 
(P -t- Q)/a = P/a -t- Q/a (21a) 
(P + Q)\a = P\a  -t- Q\a (21b) 
PQ/a = P(Q/a)  -t- (P/a)~(Q) (22a) 
PQ\a = (P\a)Q -t- ~(P)(Q\a)  (22b) 
where ~(P) = e if P ~ X, and ~(P) = ¢, if P [b  X. 
P*/a = P*(P /a)  (23a) 
P*\a = (P\a)P*.  (23b) 
By (22), (23) (or by simple, direct reasoning) we immediately obtain 
LEM~A 1. Let P = BI* " "  Bk*, lc >= 1, where the B~ are subsets of the 
finite alphabet A. Let a be an element of any B~ and let j be the least integer 
such that Bi ]9 oe. Then P \a  = B j* . . .  Bk*. Similarly, P /a  = BI* . . .  
Bh*, where h is the greatest integer satisfying Bh ~ a. 
If a l ,  . ." , ak are symbols of A, the word ~ = a~ . . .  ak has length 
L(~) = k. The empty word X has length 0. Let now P be a chain event 
having the representation (1). All words in P have length k > r. P 
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contains a unique word of length r, namely X, if r = 0, and o~ 1 • " • O~ r , 
if r > 0. Thus the a~ in (1) are uniquely determined by the chain event 
P.  We shall refer to the integer r in (1) as the degree of P.  
I f  P is a chain event of degree r = 0, it is representable as 
P = BI* . . .  Bk*, k > 1, where the B~* are fundamental  events, i.e., 
_ B *B*  * * B, c A. I f  B~ _<- B~+I, we have ~ ~+1 = B¢+I, i.e., B~ is redundant 
in the representation P = B~* • • B * B~+** • k • Similarly if B~+I _-< B~, 
will be redundant.  We shall call a representation P . . . .  BI* Bk* of a 
chain event of degree 0 canonical, if B~ ;~ B~+I and B~ ~; B~+~ for all 
1 =< i < k. For such representations we have the following 
THEOREM 3. Let P be a chain event of degree 0 and let P = BI* • • • Bk* = 
C1" " "  Cm* be two canonical representations of P.  Then k = m and 
Bi = C~, I <- i <- It. 
Proof: I f  k = m = 1, we haveB~* = C~*, whenceB~ = C1. If  k = 1 
and m > 1, there exists for every 1 < i =< m a symbol ~/~ in C~ which 
is not in C~-1 • Hence, by Lemma 1 ,  
c1"  . . .  = c2"  . . .  
. . o  
= 
NowT~ ~ C~ ~ ~,~ C P = B~*~ ~,~ C B1. Thus, by  Lemma 1, 
B~*\{~,~}\ . - .  \{~,~} = BI*. 
We therefore obtain 
= = = 
Hence, B~* = C~*, yielding C,,~ = B1 => C~-~, i.e., the representation 
C1 ' ' "  C~* is not canonical, in contradiction with our assumption. 
Thus k = 1 implies m = 1, and vice versa, i.e., the theorem is proved 
for the case rain (k, m) = 1. We proceed by induction on rain (k, m).  
Assume k =< m and let a be a symbol  which is in B2, but  not in B1, 
and let j be the least integer such that  Cj ~ a. Then, by Lemma 1, 
P \{~} B~* B * . . . .  ~ = C~*""  C~*. 
The induction hypothesis is now applicable, yielding B~ = C~, . - .  , 
B~_~ = C~_~, B~ = C~.  Let now ¢~ be a symbol  which is in Bk-1 = C,n-1 
but not in B~ = C~.  Appyl ing Lemma 1, we have 
P/{~} B~* B* * . . . .  k--1 ~ e l *  ' ' '  Cm-1 .  
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The induction hypothesis again applies, yielding k = m, B1 = C1, - . .  , 
B~_I = Cm_l. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
We shall now consider chain events of degree r > 0. Two representa- 
tions of such an event P, both having the form (1), will coincide in 
the a , ,  but may differ in the P , ,  as shown by the following 
Example  1. Let A = {a~, a2, a~}, a~ = {a~}, i = 1, 2, 3, 
$ $ ~ $ $ AS  and P = (al + a~) (al + a3) alA = a2 aa alLt . One easily verifies 
this identity, using Theorem 2 and (19). We have, however, the following 
THEOREM 4. Let P = Poal "'" Pr-larP~ = Qcal " "  @-la~@ be two 
representations of the chain event P ,  where the P~ and Q~ are products of 
fundamental  events and the a~ {a~} are unit  events. Let P~ I I J  ~ , 
= , B ! Q~ I I J  c~*. the B~ i and C~i being subsets of A .  Let now ii = B~i 
(a~ 4- a~+~), C~j = C~j -- (a~ 4- a~+~), P ;  = IL  B~*,  Q~' = IL  c~* .  
Then P~' = Q~' for all i. 
Proof: Let  ~ C P~' and consider the Word ~ = c~1 . . .  a~(a~+l " "  a~ 
in P.  ~ C Qoa~ " . .  @ = P implies the existence of a decomposition 
= w~2~3 where w C Qoal . . .  Q.~-la~, ~2 ~ Q~, ~ C a~+~Q~+~ . . .  a~@. 
NowL(v~)  =< i, andL(v l )  =< L(~) - L(v~) -- r 4- L ( ( )  -- L(V~) N 
r 4- L(~) -- (r -- i) = i 4- L(~). But v~ terminates in ~,  whereas 
does not contain a¢. Thus L(V~) = i, and similarly L(v~) = r -- i. 
Hence ~ = ~. ( is therefore a word in Q~ and consequently also in Q~'. 
Symmetrical ly any word in Q~ is also in P~!, i.e., P~! = Q~. 
We shall now apply our results to normal chain events which have 
been defined in Section I. For such events we have the following stronger 
T~tEORE~ 5. Let P = Poa~ . . .  P~ = Qoa~ "." @ as in Theorem 4. Let 
P~ = P~', 0 -< i -< r, i.e., P is normal. Then P~ = Q~ , 0 <- i <- r. 
Proof: By Theorem 4 it suffices to prove that  Q~ = Q~!, 0 < i < r. 
Indeed, let ~ be an arbitrary symbol in Q~ and consider the word 
= a~ •. • a~aa~+~ • ..  a~ in P. Any word ~ in P = Poal • " • P~ of length 
r 4- 1 will be of the form v = ~ "'"  ~fl~+~ "'" ~ ,  where 0 _-_ j =< r 
and fl ~ P j .  Now ~ = v and j < i would imply fl = ~j+~. Similarly 
= v and j > i would yield fl = ~- .  In  both cases we would have 
P~. ¢ P / ,  in contradiction with our assumptions. Thus, ~ = ~ implies 
i = j, a = fl, and a ~ P~ = P~!. Hence a ¢ a~, and ~ ¢ ~+t ,  yielding 
Q~ = Q/. 
Natural ly  we shall consider the representation of a normal chain 
event as canonical, if i~ is in form (1) and, furthermore, each P~ is 
canonically represented. I t  follows from Theorems 3 and 5 that any 
normal chain event has a unique canonical representation. 
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IV. UNIFORM CHAIN EVENTS 
The  derivation of unique canonical expressions for chain events wh ich  
are not normal  does not appear  to be an  easy task. However ,  if we  re- 
strict our considerations to uni form chain events (see Section I) matters 
become again quite simple. First, let us consider the following examples 
of un i form chain events. 
Example  2. A = {~1, ~2}, {~i} =a l ,andP  =A*aIA* = a2*alA*. 
Example  3. A = {al, a2}, P = al*alA* = ¢*alA*. 
The identities of Examples 2 and 3 follow immediately from Theorem 
2 and its Corollary. These examples uggest he following definition. Let 
P = Bo*aBl*a . . .  B , - laBr  (24) 
be a representation of the uniform chain event P, where the B~ are 
fundamental events and a = {a} is a unit event. The representation (24) 
is canonical, if B~ ~ a whenever B~+I => B~ and B~+I ~ a or B~_I > B~ 
and Bi-1 ~ a. This representation is unique, i.e., we have the following 
TEEORE~ 6. Let P = Bo*aBl*a . . .  B,.* = Co*aCl*a . . .  C~* be two 
canonical representations of the uni form chain event P.  Then r = s and 
B~ = C~,O < i <= r. 
Proof: Considering the degree of P, we immediately obtain r = s. 
Furthermore, by Theorem 4, B~' = C~', 0 <- i <- r, where B~' = B~ -- a 
and C~' = C~ - a. Assume now that B~ ~ a, whereas Ci ~ a. Let h be 
the least integer satisfying 
(i) 0 = < h = < i 
! 
(ii) if h < i, then B /  > Bj+~ for all h < j < i. Similarly let/~ be 
the largest integer satisfying 
(i) i _ _<£<r  
! 
(ii) if/~ > i, then B /  => Bj._~ for all i < j -< k. That is, in the general 
case we shall have 
' B '  B' ' ' B '  B' (25) Bh-1 ~g h = "'" => i-1 >= B~ =< Bi+l < . . .  -_< k $ k+l. 
Considering that B /  = C / fo r  a l l j  and that C~ ~ a we infer from (25) 
that Cj ~ a for all h < j =</¢. We now distinguish between the following 
four cases. 
Case  I: h = O, £ = r. In this case Ci ~ a for all 0 -_< j =< r. Thus  the 
word  a ~+I is in Bo*a  ... B~*  but not in Co*a  ... C~*. 
Case  I f :  h > O. ]~ r. Let ~ be a symbo l  in B ' h wh ich  is not in B'  • ~ h- -1 .  
The word ~ = ~'fla '-~+I is in Bo*a . . .  B,*. For ~ to be in Co*a . . .  C,*, 
we must have ~ . . . . .  ~f ld  -~+~ ~= where ~ ~ Co*a C~-~a* and ~= 
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C~.*a . . .  Cr*. Due to C~. b a, h -<_ j _-< r, the word ~2 will have exactly 
r --  h appearances of a. Hence (2 = a r-h. Thus ~1 = ahfia, in contradict ion 
with our assumpt ion that  fi ~ Ch-1 • 
Case I I I :  h = 0, k < r. Let  ~, E B~ r --  B~+~. An argument  analogous 
to the preceding one shows that  the word ~ = ak+~d -k is in Bo*a • • • B~* 
but  not  in Co*a " "  Cr*. 
Case IV :  h > O, £ < r. We now consider the word ~ = ah~ak-h+l"~d -k 
where fl C B '  ' ' ' h --  Bh-, and ~, C Bk --  Bk+~. As before, one easily verifies 
that  $ C Bo*a . . .  B~* but  $ • Co*a . . .  Cr*. 
Thus, we have shown the assumptions B~ 3 a and C~ ~ a for an arbi-  
t rary 0 -< i -< r to be inconsistent. This completes the proof of Theorem 
6. 
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